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ABSTRACT: Many bacteria possess type-II immunity against invading phages or plasmids
known as the clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)/CRISPR-
associated 9 (Cas9) system to detect and degrade the foreign DNA sequences. The Cas9
protein has two endonucleases responsible for double-strand breaks (the HNH domain for
cleaving the target strand of DNA duplexes and RuvC domain for the nontarget strand,
respectively) and a single-guide RNA-binding domain where the RNA and target DNA
strands are base-paired. Three engineered single Lys-to-Ala HNH mutants (K810A,
K848A, and K855A) exhibit an enhanced substrate specificity for cleavage of the target
DNA strand. We report in this study that in the wild-type (wt) enzyme, D835, Y836, and
D837 within the Y836-containing loop (comprising E827-D837) adjacent to the catalytic
site have uncharacterizable broadened 1H15N nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) features,
whereas remaining residues in the loop have different extents of broadened NMR spectra.
We find that this loop in the wt enzyme exhibits three distinct conformations over the
duration of the molecular dynamics simulations, whereas the three Lys-to-Ala mutants
retain only one conformation. The versatility of multiple alternate conformations of this loop in the wt enzyme could help to recruit
noncognate DNA substrates into the HNH active site for cleavage, thereby reducing its substrate specificity relative to the three
mutants. Our study provides further experimental and computational evidence that Lys-to-Ala substitutions reduce dynamics of
proteins and thus increase their stability.

■ INTRODUCTION

Discovery of bacterial innate immune systems against invading
viruses and plasmids using the clustered regularly interspaced
short palindromic repeat (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated (Cas)
system has revolutionized genome editing technologies.1,2 As a
precision technology, a high degree of substrate specificity for
target DNA sequences being cut is an important factor, even
though innate immunity does not require such strict
specificity.3 Cas9 is one of the best studied cleavage systems,
containing two endonucleases responsible for double-strand
breaks and a single-guide (sg) RNA-binding domain for
substrate selectivity.4 The bound sgRNA recognizes the target
DNA duplex by forming base pairs with the target DNA strand
after displacing its nontarget DNA strand. This process is
dynamic and very complex, starting with base pairing of the
DNA seed region after unwinding of the duplex, followed by
the repeat−antirepeat duplex formation, involving a series of
conformational changes. Only after the full complex is formed
are the two endonucleases positioned properly and activated to
cut both DNA strands simultaneously. These endonucleases
are the HNH domain, cleaving the target DNA strand that is

base-paired with sgRNA, and RuvC for cleaving the nontarget
DNA strand.
Cas9 has been engineered to improve substrate specificity

through the design of better sgRNA sequences for accuracy
and efficiency of DNA cleavage. Three single Lys-to-Ala
mutations in the Cas9 HNH domain have also achieved this
goal: K810A, K848A, and K855A.5 The structural rationale for
initially designing these mutations was to reduce potential
electrostatic interactions with the hypothetically modeled
nontarget DNA strand.5 However, that hypothesis was not
supported by follow-up structure determination of the Cas9-
nucleic acid complexes; thus it remains unclear how the
removal of putative electrostatic interactions with nucleic acids
could have improved substrate specificity.6
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Lys-to-Ala mutations, particularly surface lysine residues,
have often been introduced by crystallographers for improved
stability of meso-stable proteins for crystallization.7 This is
because large-scale sequence comparisons between thermo-
stable and meso-stable proteins have shown that a reduction of
nonessential surface lysine residues is a key feature responsible
for enhanced stability of many thermostable proteins (i.e., Lys
to Arg substitutions).8−11 In this study, we provide a structural
basis for reduced dynamics associated with three single Lys-to-
Ala substitutions in the HNH domain of Cas9 that is beyond
the local entropic effects of expected for these substitutions.
Recent biophysical investigations have shown that the three
HNH mutants, K810A, K848A, and K855A, disrupt allosteric
signaling transfer of DNA binding information from the
substrate recognition lobe to the cleavage sites.12−14 This
allosteric communication correlates with the specificity
enhancement of the three single mutations, with the K855A
mutant achieving the highest specificity and also strongly
perturbing the allosteric pathway recently reported for
HNH.12−14 The nature of this correlation and the mechanism
connecting the allosteric phenomenon to the improved
substrate specificity remain intriguing. Establishing the
relationship between allostery and the catalytic function of
Cas9 is indeed an active area of research,13 because knowledge
of the allosteric relationship can help improving the catalytic
efficiency.15,16

Following our recent studies,12−14 we report here 1H15N
NMR spectroscopy results for residues within a Y836-
containing loop of the wild-type (wt) enzyme and the three
mutants and compare them with molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations for both the wt and mutant enzymes. We find that
this loop, comprising E827-D837, has three distinct con-
formations in the wt enzyme, whereas the three mutants
exhibit a single dominant conformation, consistent with well-
known observations that Lys-to-Ala mutations of nonessential
surface lysine residues can account for the reduce dynamics of
the mutants and thus enhance stability. Given the fact that this
loop is immediately adjacent to the HNH catalytic site, we
discuss a possible correlation of the existence and reduction of
multiple conformations of this loop with substrate selectivity.
While the size of the Cas9 HNH domain is ideal for nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) studies, it limits our ability to
directly address the catalytic mechanism of this enzyme, which
would require the binding of nucleic acid substrates as well as
interactions with many other protein domains within the
enzyme that are essential for the high-affinity binding of
nucleic acids. Nonetheless, our NMR-based studies of the Cas9
HNH domain should be complementary to many other
biophysical and biochemical studies of the intact Cas9 enzyme,
including cryo-electron microscopy.17−21

■ MATERIALS, EXPERIMENTAL SECTION, AND
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

NMR Spectroscopy. Two-dimensional 1H15N NMR
samples of the wt HNH domain (residues 775−908) of
Cas9 from Streptococcus pyogenes and enhanced-specificity
HNH mutants (K810A, K848A, K855A) were expressed in M9
minimal media containing MEM vitamins, MgSO4, and CaCl2
and supplemented with 15NH4Cl (Cambridge Isotopes
Laboratories) and 12C6H12O6 as the sole nitrogen and carbon
sources, respectively. Cells were grown to an OD600 of 0.8−0.9,
induced with 0.5 mM IPTG, and incubated for 16−18 h at 20
°C. Cells were then harvested by centrifugation and purified as

described previously.14 Briefly, cells were resuspended in 20
mM HEPES, 500 mM KCl, and 5 mM imidazole at pH 8.0 and
lysed by ultrasonication. After centrifugation, the supernatant
was purified via an Ni-NTA column, and HNH was eluted with
20 mM HEPES, 250 mM KCl, and 220 mM imidazole at pH
7.4. The N-terminal His-tag was cleaved by TEV protease and
removed with a subsequent Ni-NTA column. NMR samples
were dialyzed into a final buffer containing 20 mM HEPES, 80
mM KCl, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA, and 7.5% (v/v) D2O at
pH 7.4.
NMR experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance

NEO 600 MHz spectrometer at 25 °C. NMR data were
processed using NMRPipe22 and analyzed in NMRFAM-
SPARKY.23 1H−15N HSQC spectra were collected with the 1H
and 15N carriers set to the water resonance and 120 ppm,
respectively. Combined chemical shifts were determined by

δ δ δΔ = [ + ]( /2) ( /25) /2HN
2

N
2 . Rex values were determined

from the analysis of reported NMR relaxation data.12

MD Simulations and Analysis of the Resulting Maps.
MD simulations started with the 4UN3 X-ray structure of the
wt CRISPR-Cas9 from which three single mutations of K810A,
K848A, or K855A were made.5,24 All systems were solvated
within a periodic box for ∼340,000 total atoms. A new
AMBER ff99SBnmr2 force field was used, which improves the
consistency of the backbone conformational ensemble with
NMR experiments as shown in our previous NMR-MD
studies.25 Parameters for nucleic acids included the ff99bsc0
+ χOL3 corrections.12,14,26 The TIP3P model was used for
water molecules.27 Simulations were performed in an ensemble
with temperature held at 310 K using the Bussi thermostat.27

The pressure was held at 1 bar with the Parrinello−Rahman
barostat.28 An ∼1.2 μs-long trajectory was collected in three
replicas for the wt CRISPR-Cas9 system and for each of the
K810A, K848A, and K855A variants with a step increment of 2
fs as done previously.29 Analysis of the first replica was
performed after discarding the first ∼200 ns of MD, to enable
appropriate equilibration and a reliable comparison. Overall
results were confirmed in the second and third replicas. All
simulations were performed using Gromacs (v. 2020).30

The HNH domain (2039 protein atoms) was extracted from
the MD simulations. The electrostatic potential (ESP) and
electron density (ED) maps were calculated for the domain
from coordinates of individual MD frames as described
elsewhere31 and briefly summarized here, using the CCP4
package (sfall and fft).32 Maps were added and averaged after
certain alignment using the CCP4 suite (mapsig with lsqkab
and pdbset).32 The coordinates were placed in the center of a
box of a fixed size for map calculations. The equilibrated
structures of the MD simulations were independently
interpreted from MD-ESP maps and partially refined using
both Phenix and CCP4’s refmac5.32−35 The alignment of the
resulting equilibrated structures was made using the CCP4
package (lsqkab) for making graphic representations using
Pymol.32,36

■ RESULTS
1H15N NMR Characterization of a Y836-Containing

Loop. 1H15N NMR spectral overlays of backbone amide
chemical shifts of the HNH Y836-containing loop reveal large
chemical shift differences between the wt and three mutant
enzymes (Figure 1, Supporting Figure S1). Furthermore, many
of the other residues with large chemical shift perturbations are
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interacting with this loop. These data suggest that there are
structural changes in the Y836-containing loop and surround-
ing regions resulting from the specificity-enhancing mutations.
The backbone resonances for D835, Y836, and D837 were so
broadened in the wt enzyme that they could not be observed,
suggesting that the Y836-containing loop is highly flexible.
Residues for their flanking sequences (L833, S834, and V839)
also have broadened reasonances, but they remained
measurable (Figure 1A). Consistent with the observed line
broadening, this loop exhibits positive residual Rex values when
comparing wt HNH to mutants via spin relaxation experiments
(ΔRex, Figure 1B). This indicates that the wt enzyme is
substantially more flexible in this region than the mutants. In
addition to D835 and D837, there are two other carboxylates
nearby, D839 and D861, which are stabilized by a Mg2+ ion in
MD simulations immediately next to H840, which is one of the
HNH catalytic residues. Our observations of structural
perturbations and altered dynamic properties of the Y836-
containing loop in the wt enzyme and specificity-enhancing
mutants may be correlated with the different efficiencies of
catalysis for DNA cleavage.
MD simulations were conducted on the full-length wt Cas9

and the K810A, K848A, and K855A variants. Upon global
alignment of MD trajectories, root-mean-square-fluctuation
(RMSF) was calculated for combined backbone amide N and
H atoms of the wt and the three mutants. Differences of RMSF

values between the wt enzyme and each of the three mutants
were plotted and compared with the differences of the
corresponding simulated chemical shifts derived from MD
simulations using the program SHIFTX2 (Figures 2 and S2).37

It is evident that the large change of chemical shifts (i.e., the
change of local chemical environments) bears an apparent
correlation with the increased RMSF differences (Figure 2).
To explain the structural basis of the increased RMSF
differences, three distinct conformations of the Y836-
containing loop were discovered as follows (Figure 1A).

Eigenvector Centrality Analysis of the Y836-Contain-
ing Loop Region. Experimental chemical shift perturbation
and change in the composite chemical shift were computed
between the wt and each of the three mutants from the
experimental NMR 1H and 15N shifts and compared with the
eigenvector centrality (Figures 3 and S3). Simulated composite

chemical shifts were determined as δ δ[ + ]( /2) ( /25) /2HN
2

N
2

. The difference in eigenvector centrality computed from
Kabsch−Sander H-bond energy was also determined between
the wt and each mutant.38 The difference in centrality was
calculated as the wt donor−acceptor pair minus the mutant
donor−acceptor pair, that is, (centrality[wt/donor] − central-
ity[wt/acceptor]) − (centrality[mutant/donor] − centrali-
ty[mutant/acceptor]) (see the Supporting Information, SI). Donor-
minus-acceptor centrality was normalized. This metric is
complementary to experimental NMR data, as it provides

Figure 1. Conformational heterogeneity of the Y836-containing loop. (A) Three MD-derived conformers (green, cyan, and purple) of the wt HNH
domain are overlaid with major structural differences localized to the loop containing residues 828−838. The three Lys-to-Ala mutation sites are
highlighted by gray spheres. The various conformations of the amino acid side chains of the wt HNH domain via MD simulations are shown at top.
1H15N NMR spectral overlays of the wt HNH (red) domain and each of the three Lys-to-Ala mutations of K810A (orange), K848A (green), and
K855A (blue) highlights widespread conformational differences in this region. Residues D835, Y836, and D837 are broadened beyond detection in
spectra of wt HNH. (B) Dynamics of the region surrounding the 828−838 loop reported as ΔRex (wt-minus-mutant). Positive values indicate that
wt HNH is more flexible in this region than three mutants. The loop region highlighted by NMR chemical shifts in (A) is shown in a red box. See
Figure S1 for additional data.
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insight into which residues experience the greatest electrostatic
shift upon mutation. The chemical shift perturbation between
wt and each mutant is pronounced in residues 818−842, most
prominently in the case of the K855A mutant (Figure 3).
These effects can be partially explained by the breaking of
intramolecular H-bonds between residues R820 and D825
(Figures 4 and S4).
The interatomic distance between R820 and D825 is

shortest for the wt and longest for the K855A mutant,

commensurate with the calculated chemical shift perturbation
and difference in eigenvector centrality (Figure 3, Figure 4C).
In the MD trajectories, we can visualize the kinetics of H-bond
formation and breakage of specific pairs such as R820Nη1−

Figure 2. Apparent correlations of differences in RMSF values between the wt and each of the three mutants in the MD simulations with the
simulated changes of NMR chemical shifts in the residue range of P800-D850. See Figure S2 for additional analysis.

Figure 3. Relationship between the observed changes of the chemical
shift and the calculated difference in eigenvector centrality between
the wt HNH and mutants K810A, K848A, and K855A. NMR-derived
chemical shift perturbation (Δδ), change in simulated composite
chemical shift (ΔCCS), and difference in eigenvector centrality
derived from Kabsch−Sander hydrogen bond energy (ΔCi) between
WT and mutants K810A, K848A, and K855A. Residues P800−D850
are shown. See Figures S2 and S3 for additional analysis. Figure 4. Close-up view of residues R820 and D825 (frame 526 of

trajectory) in the HNH domain. (A) wt: two hydrogen bonds are
detected (1.75 and 1.76 Å). (B) In the K855A mutant, both H-bonds
disappear. (C) Relative distance probability density function as a
function of interatomic R820−D825 distance for the wt (red), K810A
(orange), K848A (green), and K855A (blue) mutants. See Figure S4
for additional analysis.
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D825Oδ1 and R820Nη2−D825Oδ1, which depend on the
flipping frequency of the R820 side chain, or such as
R820Nη1−D825Oδ1 and R820Nη1−D825Oδ2, which de-
pend on the flipping frequency of the D825 side chain (Figure
S5). An analysis of dwell time distribution of these specific
pairs in two specific states (H-bond formed and H-bond
broken states, for example) can provide both the kinetics and
thermodynamics of state transition,39,40 which is a subject
beyond the scope of this study.
The alterations of this region due to the three mutations can

be further understood by looking at the difference in
eigenvector centrality computed from the α-carbon displace-
ments along the dynamics. A significant decrease in
eigenvector centrality in this region occurring in the three
mutants, most pronounced in the K855A mutant (Figure 5),

strongly supports the notion that the increased interatomic
R820−D825 distance exhibited by the three mutants plays a
key role in disrupting the conformation dynamics of the region.
The difference in eigenvector centrality between wt and each
mutant clearly depicts a centrality decrease from the mutation
sites to the region of residues R820−D825, providing evidence
that mutation-induced perturbations are responsible for the
disappearance of the R820−D825 salt bridge.
The Y836-containing loop (comprising E827−D837)

adjacent to the catalytic site exhibits a significant decrease in
eigenvector centrality upon each of the three mutations,
providing a partial explanation for the loss of two
conformations in the mutants compared to the wt. This
analysis can be further strengthened by looking at the change
in MD-derived ED maps between the wt and each of the three
Lys-to-Ala mutants, in the regions which show the largest
centrality variations.
Y836-Containing Loop Exhibits Three Distinct Con-

formations. The ED maps derived from all 2000 MD
trajectory frames for each of the wt enzyme and the three Lys-
to-Ala mutants are shown in Figure 6. The conformational
heterogeneity of the loop captured by MD simulations agrees
well with the structural and dynamic properties determined
experimentally by NMR (Figure 1). Analysis of the resulting

maps reveals a striking difference at the level of ED for the
Y836-containing loop (residues E827−D837) between the wt
enzyme and the three mutants. This loop is only visible at a 2σ
contouring level for the wt enzyme, whereas it is still fully
visible even at a 6σ contouring level for the three mutants
(Figure 6A−D), which is consistent with the heightened
flexibility of the loop in the wt enzyme, relative to the mutants,
observed by NMR (Figure 1B). This implies that about one
third of the population (or less) of the wt enzyme occupies this
position and the remaining population occupies an alternate
conformer(s) or transits between multiple distinct conforma-
tions. When a single-conformation model of this loop was used
for standard crystallographic refinement against the MD-
derived wt ED map, it revealed that there were two additional
conformations of Y836. These three conformations of the
Y836 side chain in the wt enzyme have mutually exclusive H-
bonding patterns: (i) conformation 1, Y836Oη is H-bonded to
the backbone amide D829N, (ii) conformation 2, Y836Oη is
H-bonded to the backbone amide D861N, and (iii)
conformation 3, the backbone amide D861N is H-bonded to
R832, which replaces the Y836 side chain and forces Y836 to
move into the third position.

Figure 5. Difference in eigenvector centrality between the wt HNH
and each of the K810A (A), K848A (B), and K855A (C) mutants
with λ (locality factor) of 20 Å. Residues with differences in
eigenvector centralities greater than 2 standard deviations from the
mean are represented as spheres and colored according to the color
bar (dominated by large values in blue). In addition to given Lys-to-
Ala mutations, the locations of R820 and D825 are also indicated.

Figure 6. MD-derived ED maps for the wt HNH (A), K810A (B),
K848A (C), and K855A (D) mutants at a low (2σ, silver isomesh)
and high (6σ, salmon isosurface) contouring level superimposed with
the corresponding MD-ESP map-derived equilibrated structures. (E)
Interatomic Y836Oη−D829N distance for conformation 1 (left) as a
function of MD trajectory frame number for wt (black), the K810A
(maroon), K848A (green), and K855A (blue) mutants. Interatomic
Y836OY−D861N distance (right) for clustering the second
conformation of the wt (red) enzyme. The MD frames for
conformations 1, 2, and 3 based on these distances are indicated.
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The MD trajectory frames were clustered according to the
three H-bonding geometries for Y836 to estimate the fraction
of each conformation so that the MD-derived ED map can be
calculated for each of the three individual conformations
(Figures 6E and 7A−D). Each trajectory can be assigned to

only one of the three conformational states (i.e., the three
conformational states are mutually exclusive, 51.8%, see below)
or to an intermediate transient state that has no defined
equilibrated structure (48.2%). The three conformations of the
Y836 side chains can be characterized by the Cα−Cβ bond
torsion angle in the gauche-minus (300° or −60°) and
approximately anticonfigurations (∼210°) (Figure 7E,F), plus
two Cβ−Cγ configurations (data not shown). The Y836 side
chain of the K848A mutant has a distinct population with the
Cα−Cβ bond torsion angle near the gauche-plus (∼60°)
configuration, which is not found in the other three mutant
enzymes (Figure 7F), highlighting MD differences between
them.

The probability density function (PDF) of the Y836Oη−
D829N distance distribution is very sharp for the K810A
mutant, but it becomes slightly broader for the K848A and
K855A mutants, corresponding to a single conformation
(Figure 7A). However, this distribution is very broad for the
wt enzyme (Figure 7A). The distribution of the Y836Oη−
D861N and R832−D861N distances reveals that two other
distinct conformations exist for the wt enzyme (Figure 7A).
Because three conformations of the wt HNH domain are

mutually exclusive, that is, the Y836 side chain can adopt only
one of the three conformations in any MD frame; the fractions
should be correlated with corresponding fractions of specific
H-bonds described above (Figure 7). Additionally, other
residues are also involved in H-bonding interactions within this
loop, including two interloop tertiary contacts and one
intraloop backbone H-bond (Figure 7). One interloop tertiary
H-bond involves K810Nζ with Y836O, S834O, and/or L833O
in multiple H-bonding interactions (Figure 7B,C). The second
tertiary O bond is between Y814Oη and L822O (Figure 7D).
These tertiary interactions are maintained to some extent and
are independent of the three conformations of Y836.
Therefore, the local conformational change of this loop has
been propagated to its surrounding environment. The
distribution of the intraloop backbone H-bond between
Y836N and R832O is similar among the wt enzyme and the
K810A and K855A mutants (see below), highlighting this loop
moving largely as a single rigid body regardless of the
orientations of the Y836 and R832 side chains.

Characterization of Three Equilibrated Structures of
the Y836 Loop. When all MD trajectory frames with the
Y836Oη−D829N interatomic distance <3.30 Å of the first
conformation were clustered together for the calculation of the
MD-ED map, this cluster represented 28.6% of the population
(Figure 8A). The ED level for Y836 and the Y836-containing
loop in such clustering of MD frames was restored to the full
level of other atoms (Figure 8A), and the equilibrated structure
for this conformation can be accurately determined. The
cluster of the second conformation having the Y836Oη−
D861N interatomic distance <3.30 Å represented 9.1% of the
population (Figure 8B). The cluster of the third conformation
having the D861N−R832Nη1 or R832Nη2 distances <3.30 Å
represented 14.1% of the population (Figure 8C).
The MD-ED maps for the three conformations were

generated upon alignment of all main chain atoms, revealing
that the largest coordinate differences are located at the side
chain and main chain of Y836 (Figure 8). From the first to
second conformations, the Y836Oη atom is displaced by 8.6 Å
and the Y836Cα atom is by 2.8 Å (Figure 8D,E). From the
first to third conformations, the corresponding displacements
are by 11.2 and 4.0 Å, respectively. From the second to the
third conformations, they are 7.0 and 1.5 Å, respectively.
Depending on the Y836 side chain rotamers, the Y836-
containing loop largely undergoes subtle rotation motions with
the rotation axis passing through the Y815 side chain so that
the loops surrounding Y815 have the same rotational motions
(Figure 8F).

Nature of the Y836-Containing Loop Movement. The
orientation of the Y836 side chain is well defined and can be
readily characterized in the MD trajectories. However, the
nature of main chain movement of the Y836-containing loop is
more difficult to analyze because there is no clear-cut boundary
of the Y836-containing loop. Strong backbone interactions
often retain any large deformation of the backbone structure at

Figure 7. Population and nature of interatomic distances within
clustering of each conformation. (A) Relative PDF of the Y836Oη−
D829N distance for the wt enzyme (black), K810A (red), K848A
(green), and K855A (blue) mutants and a close-up view of PDFs for
the three conformations of the WT enzyme as defined by three
interatomic distances (Y836Oη−D829N for conformation 1,
Y836Oη−D861N for conformation 2, and R832−D861N for
conformation 3). (B) Interatomic distance of K810Nζ to Y836O
(black), S834O (red), and L833O (green) as a function of MD
trajectory frame. (C) Corresponding relative PDF of K810 in the wt
enzyme and in the K848A and K855A mutants. (D) Relative PDF of
the tertiary interaction of the Y814Oη−L828O distance. (E) Cα−Cβ
torsion angle of Y836 in the wt enzyme as a function of MD trajectory
frame. (F) Relative PDF of the Cα−Cβ bond dihedral (or torsion)
angle of the wt enzyme (black), and K810A (red), K848A (green),
and K855A (blue) mutants.
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any single residue. Instead, the large backbone displacement of
one residue is often surrounded by smaller displacements in its
connected residues. In the alignment of main chain atoms of
the entire domain, the summed population from the three
distinct conformations is 51.8%, meaning that the analysis has
not included the remaining 48.2% of trajectory frames.
To address the structure of the Y836-containing loop in the

entire population, the MD maps were calculated after the
alignment of main chain atoms of this loop only (Figure 9).
This alignment shows that the loop has a single dominant
equilibrated structure in the wt enzyme and in each of the
three mutants. The ED distributions of MD-ED maps for the
K810A and K848A mutants are sharper than those of the wt
enzyme and the K855A mutant, and that of the K855A mutant
is sharper than that of the wt enzyme. This observation
suggests that the large side chain conformational change of this
loop in the wt enzyme is associated with a larger motion of its
main chain relative to the three mutants, whereas the loop
mainly undergoes a single-body rigid motion. Within the loop,
the intraloop backbone H-bond between Y836N and R832O
has a larger fluctuation in the trajectories of the wt enzyme
than other residues, more so than those of the three mutants
(Figure 7A). This H-bond is largely absent from the K848A
mutant (Figure 7A). Interloop tertiary H-bonds involving

K810 and Y814 remain relatively unchanged among the wt
enzyme and the three mutants (Figure 9I,J). In this alignment,
the density for the remaining structure is completely smeared
out, which is consistent with the notion that this loop
undergoes rotational motions relative to the entire domain.

Relationship of the Y836 Dynamics to the Endonu-
clease Catalytic Site. We observed that each of the K810A,
K848A, and K855A mutations has significantly altered
dynamics of Y836 and the Y836-containing loop (Figures 1
and S1), which are located next to the catalytically important
residues D839 and H840, identified by site-directed muta-
genesis.6 The 6o0y structure represents the catalytically
competent state in which the target DNA has a nick located
at the catalytic site (Figure 10).6 D839 and H840 are directly
connected to the Y836-containing loop by two residues (and
thus they can be considered as an extended part of the Y836-
containing loop). Residues H840 and N863 are part of the
His-Asn-His-(HNH) motif.6 The active site should also
include both K866 (which may act as a second-shell residue
stabilizing the catalytic site) and R864 residues (Figure 10E,F).
K855 is the only one of the mutated Lys residues near the
active site, while K810 and K848 are more distant. Likely
because of its proximity to the catalytic site, the K855A mutant
exhibits the highest substrate specificity.5 Because of the
limited resolution of cryo-EM map at ∼3.37 Å for the 6o0y
model,6 many of the important interactions identified in our
study could not be fully validated experimentally, including H-

Figure 8. Decomposition of the three conformations of the wt
enzyme through clustering analysis. (A) Conformation 1 (28.6%) at a
low (2σ, silver isomesh) and high (6σ, salmon isosurface) contouring
level superimposed with the corresponding equilibrated structure. (B)
Conformation 2 (9.1%). (C) Conformation 3 (14.1%). (D)
Superimposition of three conformations as unit population. (E,F)
Two views of superposition of equilibrated structures corresponding
to the three conformations.

Figure 9. Structures of the Y836-containing loop in the wt enzyme
and the three mutants. (A) Interatomic intraloop Y836N−R832O
distance as a function of MD trajectory frame for the wt enzyme
(black), the K810A (red), K848A (green), and K855A (blue)
mutants. (B) Corresponding relative PDFs. (C,D) Two views of the
location of the Y836-containing loop within the HNH domain. (E−
H) Y836 loop-aligned MD-ED maps contoured at +6σs (isosurface)
for the wt enzyme (E), the K810A (F), K848A (G), and K855A (H)
mutants. (I) Two interloop H-bonds (Y814Oη/L828O, K810Nζ/
Y836 and S834 and L833) and one intra-loop H-bond (Y836N/
R832O). (J) Stereodiagram of the Y836 loop in three conformations
(1, green, 2, gold, and 3 in salmon). (K) Comparison of the
conformation 1 of the wt enzyme (green), and the K810A (blue),
K848A (gold), and K855A (salmon) mutants.
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bonds of main chain conformations, which would limit our
ability to correlate dynamics of this enzyme from our study
with experimental data.
Least-squares alignment of the first conformation of the wt

enzyme with the catalytically competent 6o0y HNH domain
shows that the main chains of H840 and R864 are displaced by
1.2 and 5.8 Å, respectively (Figure 10).6 In the 6o0y structure,6

the Y836Oη−D829N distance is ∼4.2 Å; thus it is not H-
bonded. In the three mutants, as well as in the first
conformation of the wt enzyme, the Y836Oη and D829N
maintain a strong H-bond. In the 4un3 crystal structure24 of
the catalytically inactive complex from which our MD
simulations started, the catalytic H840 side chain was not
built because of weak ED while the R864 side chain was
partially buried, involving five H-bonds to its guanidium group,
including bidentate H-bonds between D839 and R864. R864
in the 4un3 structure is completely inaccessible for the
substrate of the target DNA strand to interact, which is
required for the HNH endonuclease activity as observed in the
6o0y complex.6,24 If breaking the H-bond between Y836Oη
and D829N is an essential step for activation of this enzyme,
these three mutations would enhance this H-bond and may
thus prevent promiscuous activation of the HNH activity by
stabilizing their inactive state until the cognate substrate is
properly positioned. We expect that results of MD studies
could help to define catalytically important residues more
accurately in cryo-EM structure determination, many of which
may be addressed computationally using enhanced sampling to
capture the inactive-to-active conformational transition of the
HNH domain.41

■ DISCUSSION
Precision gene editing tools differ from innate immunity in
substrate specificity. Innate immunity surveillance, rapid
detection, and hydrolysis of closely related invading DNA
sequences, which may be divergent due to continuous

evolution, are more important than cutting a single sequence.
As a precision gene editing tool, substrate specificity for cutting
only one single sequence is most critical. Thus, understanding
the structural basis of existing enzyme variants for improved
substrate specificity could help to rationally design better
mutants with an even higher degree of substrate specificity.
Here, the structural and dynamical basis for improved substrate
specificity of the three Lys-to-Ala mutants in CRISPR-Cas9 has
been examined. Our investigations reveal that the Y836-
containing loop displays remarkable flexibility in the wt Cas9
enzyme, accessing three distinct conformations. However, each
of the three Lys-to-Ala mutations reduces dynamics of this
loop to only a single conformation. The structural basis for
enhanced specificity of the three mutants suggests that they
share the same signaling pathway through the Y836 loop,
which may explain why multiple combinations of these
mutations do not exhibit additive effects.5 This result agrees
with our recent observations that these Lys-to-Ala mutations
strongly perturb an allosteric signaling pathway.12,13

Traditionally, allosteric phenomena in proteins and nucleic
acids are primarily analyzed through network theory, which
offers an excellent tool kit to decrypt the signal transmission,42

and whose power is magnified through the combination of
solution NMR.43 MD trajectories are also primarily analyzed
using backbone atoms only, which would not easily uncover
the dynamics of the Y836 side chain and the Y836 loop as
described above. The present analysis offers a new view of
conformational networking in proteins, primarily through the
side chain rotamer configurations. For Y836 to change from
the first to the second conformations, the R832 side chain
would have to transiently move away from the current position
because R832 is located midway between the orientations of
Y836 and completely blocks this transition. For Y836 to
change from the third to the second conformations, the R832
side chain would have to break its H-bond to D861N first.
Each of these transitions and corresponding energy barriers are
not dependent on the backbone coordinates of residues and
thus are often invisible in the backbone (or Cα)-based
conformational analysis.
In DNA polymerases, which are the most extensively studied

enzymes, the base selectivity of substrates and the catalytic
efficiency often bear a positive correlation.44 The most efficient
replicative DNA polymerases often exhibit the highest base
selectivity because only the correct substrate can achieve the
highest stabilization effect to the transition state of the
polymerization reaction.45 The latter exploits a metal depend-
ent mechanism to chemically process nucleic acids, similar to
what observed in the Cas9 enzyme.15,46 Considering this
similarity, an equivalent correlation may also exist for Cas9. In
either case, allosteric regulation of dynamical properties could
play an essential role in the correlation of substrate specificity
and catalytic efficiency of both classes of enzymes.
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Figure 10. Relationship of the Y836-containing loop with the two
catalytically important D839 and H840 residues and with the
locations of three mutations. (A−C) Three views of the catalytically
competent conformation derived from 6o0y coordinates. The scissile
phosphate group (salmon arrow), the catalytically important residues
D839 and H840, and three other important residues N863, K866, and
R864 are shown in large spheres (gold and salmon), as are the three
mutants (green). (D−F) Three views of superposition of con-
formation 1 of the wt enzyme (sky-blue cartoon) with the 6o0y
structures. The R864-containing loop undergoes large conformational
changes as indicated by green arrows (E).
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